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Copper (Cu) is an essential trace element in the human body
and utilized in various physiological processes, including

antioxidant defense and neurotransmitter biosynthesis. The
ability of Cu to cycle between the two oxidation states, namely
Cu (I) and Cu (II), is important for its catalytic function as a
cofactor for many enzymes such as superoxide dismutase (SOD),
cytochrome c oxidase, and dopamine β-hydroxylase (DBH). In
contrast, excess Cu is highly toxic to cells because it induces
oxidative stress. Therefore, intracellular Cu levels are strictly
regulated by Cu-transporters, including copper transporter 1
(CTR1) and copper-transporting P-type ATPase (ATP7A), and
Cu-chaperons, including copper chaperone for superoxide dismu‐
tase (CCS) and antioxidant protein 1 (Atox1). These proteins
play important roles in systemic Cu metabolism in the body.
Mutation of the ATP7A gene is responsible for Menkes disease
(MD), a genetically inherited Cu metabolism disorder.(1) In MD,
defective Cu absorption in the intestine causes systemic Cu defi‐
ciency.
Growing evidence suggests that perturbation of cellular Cu

homeostasis is closely related to neuronal injury detected in
neurological disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and
cancer progression. For example, Cu facilitates the aggregation
of amyloid-β peptide (Aβ), which is a risk factor for AD, to form
Cu-Aβ complexes.(2) The complexes promote the production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) through Fenton-like reactions,
resulting in neurotoxicity.(3) In addition, as Cu is required for the
activity of cuproenzymes, such as SOD and DBH, dysregulation
of Cu trafficking was reported to reduce their activity and result
in cellular dysfunction.(4–6) On the other hand, the demand for Cu
is higher in cancer cells than in normal cells. Cu depletion was
reported to suppress the migration and metastasis of cancer cells;
therefore, Cu deficiency using Cu chelators is considered to be a
promising strategy for cancer therapy.(7)

In this serial review, the development of analytical methods for
the measurement of Cu, involvement of the perturbation of Cu
homeostasis in neurological disorders, and roles of Cu in cancer
progression will be discussed.
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